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Preface
Healthy Communities, launched in 2008 by Commonwealth of Learning (COL) in
collaboration with a range of partner agencies in different Commonwealth countries,
developed a methodology for local, low-cost, participatory learning to address critical
unmet community health and development needs. This process included studying
different pedagogies & models of participatory communication, field work, research,
training & evaluation.
Since its inception, 85 local organization in more than 50 communities, in 16 countries,
in three commonwealth regions have been engaged in developing community learning
programmes (CLP’s) on regional health and development priorities.Maraa, a media and
arts collective, based in Bangalore and Delhi, initiated this process in South Asia.
After piloting the project with Gurgaon Ki Awaaz, Maraa initiated a similar process with
ten community radio stations that went on to produce a participative series on local
gender and health matters. We demonstrated the flexibility of this model by launching
CLP on Sexual health with Jharkhand Mobile Vaani, a citizen based radio over phone
platform. We also developed, launched and implemented five online courses to develop
skills to plan, design and deliver effective, low-cost participatory communication
programmes focusing on local community health and development priorities.
The scope of a CLP is not limited to community radio/media units. A learning programme
is different from a radio/media programme; the focus here is on learning and not media
production. Face to face interaction is a vital component for the success of a CLP. A CLP
is feasible in areas where there is a strong community base and a group of motivated
partners, working towards a common problem in different capacities.

The book is an attempt to capture the essence of this process over the last four years.
It is an acknowledgement of the passion, commitment and hard work contributed by all
partners – COL regional partners, reporters, stakeholders, listeners, mentors, e-facilitators and researchers. With a spirit of collaboration, the process has evolved through
peer-to peer sharing and learning. The book draws upon our experiences to highlight the
relevance of this work and underline the continuity of this process.
The time lines of lived experiences and stories are longer than that of project
frameworks that measure success and asses impact. A process like this, goes beyond
creating platforms to bring out the “voice of the voiceless “, and is geared to deepen
relationships at the community level and address needs at the grassroots level in
consultation and with the participation of everyone involved.
The book intends to build networks towards a community of practice
(comprising of practitioners, trainers, mentors, experts, researchers, donors).
We intend to sustain existing programmes and orient diverse groups to the process.
With continuity, we can evaluate the body of work built over a period of time, and
adapt it further, to become more effective and relevant. Further, we hope that the
book demonstrates the power of decentralised local media which is cheaper,
relevant, accessible and participative.
The potential is immense; we have barely scratched the surface.

- Ekta Mittal
Program Officer, Maraa
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Foreword
Community media, particularly radio, now has a real presence in India. It has been a long
road to get here but finally there over 170 stations on air across the country and many
more seeking licenses. Alongside radio, there are video and mobile-based community
media forging new varieties of what are in fact best described as social media. There is
growing interest among ministries and other national and state agencies, not just those
working directly with information and communication, but also those with mandates in
rural development, public and community health, panchayats, etc.
Why?
The promise of community media for education and development is significant. It offers
up the possibility of more participatory approaches, more relevant content and
meaningful dialogue with and among large local audiences and stakeholder groups.
As in many other jurisdictions, the pitch to policymakers in India to allow community
radio has been, in part, for better or for worse, been framed around its promise for
development. More the intrinsic benefits of local community media, in which citizens
and social movements exercise their right to communicate, more the expectations and
aspirations of community media and other social media to provide the means to address
issues and problems.
How do the groups operating community radios deliver on this promise?
Community Learning Programmes (CLPs) are part of the answer. This model, developed
by Commonwealth of Learning (COL) and its partners over a period of five to six years,
is a hybrid approach to communication for development, or Communication for
Development (C4D). CLPs combine open-ended participatory methods with tools and
techniques to achieve specific objectives and outcomes. Although C4D is itself a
well-established field, the means for local communication and development groups,
e.g. a community-based organisation or a local radio station, to do C4D are less well
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established. The CLP approach has been especially developed with community media
practitioners and their stakeholder partners in mind.
What distinguishes CLPs?
The CLP approach is collaborative and participatory. CLPs require broadcasters to work
closely with local groups, especially those with a stake in the issues at hand (be they
health, environmental or otherwise) and to engage closely and meaningfully with the
audiences they aim to reach. In case after case – from Gurgaon to Malawi to
Jamaica – CLP developers and producers talk about how opportunities afforded by the
CLP approach to genuinely work with groups and citizens have been both
groundbreaking and transformational. CLPs work. And when they do, they deliver results.
With the requisite skills and sufficient resources, local partners can design and deliver
quality programmes. They address real issues using appropriate methods and formats.
Audiences learn and make positive changes (ones they played a role in identifying as
programme outcomes.) The result is programmes that are popular, precisely because
they are relevant and rooted in audiences’ lived experience of development
problems and solutions.
Where do we go from here?
As part of CLP model building and testing, COL partners have seeded and nurtured
more than 50 CLPs in more than a dozen countries in the last six years.
These CLPs involve radio, mobile phones, podcasts, online social media and deal
with issues from women’s reproductive health to gender-based violence,
environmental protection to nutrition, and climate-smart agricultural practice to
anger management. Efforts to evaluate both processes and outcomes point to gaps
in the application of the model that need to be filled and areas for further
investigation around successes in learning achievements and knowledge gains,
adoption of positive practices and behaviour change.
This book is an effort to share and broaden the conversation about practical
approaches to communication for development.

- Ian Pringle
Education Specialist, Media & Healthy Communities
Commonwealth of Learning (2008-14)
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Communication
for Development
using Participatory communication
– Ashish Sen

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, participatory communication has played an increasingly important
role in communication for development. Thanks to efforts of development
practitioners and social scientists like Robert Chambers, the practice of Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA) and Participatory Urban Appraisal (PUA) became an integral part
of the development process. The concept and practice of putting the last first, found
strong resonance in participatory communication especially as the challenges of
development underpinned the importance of diversity, pluralism and the need to
adopt a more receiver-centric approach.
The Community Learning Programme (CLP), which is built on the premise of
co-learning with community participation constituting an integral part of the
communication design and production process, provides an integral path in the
participatory communication map. Developed by the
Commonwealth of Learning (COL), the CLP has
proven credentials across the world as a
participatory learning methodology. In a country
of complex diversities like India, it is particularly
relevant to build synergies between behaviour
change and communication processes.
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This is particularly evident in community media like community radio which are rooted
in participatory approaches.
CONTEXT
The CLP is relatively young having been introduced as recently as 2012 in a few
Commonwealth Countries, India being one of them. However, within the short timeline
of four years it has demonstrated efficacy and credibility as a methodology which has
transformative potential in terms of both strengthening community
development and media sustainability. During this period, through its South Asia
partner, MARAA, the Commonwealth of Learning, and the Commonwealth Educational
Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA), the CLP was introduced across several
Community Radio stations in India, with the intent of encouraging women’s
participation and improve the efficiency of health communications at the grassroots.
Health communication constitutes a significant arm in tracking development.
According to the UNDP Human Development Report (2014), India’s ranking
continues to hover at the 135 mark (out of 187 countries) primarily because of less than
satisfactory performances in health and education. Women’s health would appear to be
even more vulnerable given the stark levels of gender inequality in the country which
in turn negatively impacts women’s access to health. While health communication is a
priority activity in the country, health campaigns would appear to have focused more on
scale and top down awareness based communications rather than address local needs
and concerns. This was also echoed in a study conducted by Maraa which found that
“Community radio stations were running health programmes that followed similar
patterns employed by public media campaigns. Information was top-down, based on
inaccurate assumptions, inconsistent, exclusively expert-driven, and not based on
needs of people. “

EXPERIENCE
So how did the CLP impact women’s health and community empowerment? While two
years is too short a timeline to attempt a definitive assessment of a process, the trends
from the CLP experience in India would indicate that the methodology has powerfully
triggered the process of social and community development even as it has brought
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new energy into the life of the community radio stations. CLP’s most palpable impact
has been in deepening the radio station’s engagement with the community, especially
women, and strengthening programme sustainability. Both these are critical issues that
confront the consolidation of community radio in the country today. Interactions with
the community producers and volunteers from the radio stations revealed that in
several stations (especially in North India) where participation of women was low,
“more women now come to the radio station.” Other producers asserted that
community feedback in terms of phone calls from women had substantially increased.
Many of the interviews emphasised that women were sharing their problems as never
before. Others asserted that the “phones never stopped ringing.” However, it was not
just the articulation of community voice and participation, but the consequent
implications therein that assumed equal significance. For example, one of the CLP
initiatives which addressed the issue of access to toilets and sanitation in rural India
inspired and motivated a village elder to build a toilet in his home to ensure that his
granddaughter was given due privacy apart from requisite hygiene and sanitation
facilities. This was not an isolated case. Many of the subjects that the participant
community radio stations selected as part of their programme series were rooted in
gender sensitive issues like menstruation, sanitation, reproductive health, honour
killings, maternal health and child care apart from construction of toilets for women.
This was significant not least because several of the community radio stations were
located in rural and geographical areas where gender parity and women’s participation
in the work place constituted issues of concern.
On a parallel plan, the CLP series would also appear to have impacted the sustainability
of the community radio station by emphasising the importance of the programme series.
Participating community radio stations pointed out that earlier they were inclined to
view programmes as a “one off.” However, the CLP process enabled them to understand
the potential and relevance of producing a series. This, in turn, demonstrably impacted
programme sustainability. In fact, quite a few of the stations embarked upon launching a
second series, and one of them moved onto its third. These reinforce the CLP’s
relevance as a vital trigger in deepening community participation and ownership, but
also in contributing to the sustainability of the community radio station. By adopting a
blended approach which combined community radio with mobile telephony, one of the
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CLP initiatives in India also substantially scaled its audience listenership.
Against this backdrop, the CLP experience in India has constructively and tangibly
demonstrated the relevance of participatory communication in social change by:
•

Forging synergies between local communities and the community radio
station based on local indigenous wisdom, participative health
communication approaches, and design.

•

Demonstrating the transformative potential of co-learning by combing
local knowledge and community stories/wisdom with “expert” information.

CLP & COMMUNITY MEDIA
These also assume significance in the context of community radio in India today which
needs to reckon with the implications of consolidation. Virtually a decade has passed
since the November 2006 guidelines enabling grass roots community radio stations to
become a reality in the country. Campus community radio stations have had an even
longer trajectory – with a head start that began its journey in 2003. Against this timeline,
and with more than 170 community radio stations dotting the country’s landscape, it
is not surprising that questions such as sustainability and issues related to community
management and ownership should assume increasing significance.
The experience of the Community Radio Continuous Improvement Tool Kit
(CR-CIT) recently brought out by the UNESCO Chair on Community Media and CEMCA
underscores the point. Many of the community radio stations that participated in the
peer review workshops and the CR-CIT’s validation process found the efficacy of the
CR-CIT in not just the fact that it was easy to use or that it provided a useful checklist,
but also because it enabled them to address issues like programme sustainability by
coming to grips with the heart and philosophy of community radio.
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For instance, quite a few community radio stations articulated that the CR-CIT
process enabled them to both understand and internalise the significance of a vision
and mission for the station.
This, in turn, raised at least a couple of other salient pointers:
•

There were community radio stations that had not articulated a formal vision
and mission for their station.

•

The absence of a vision/mission also handicapped linkages with the
community and the community radio station. This, in turn, impeded
programme sustainability.

Another recent sustainability research study by the NGO Ideosync Media Combine also
supported by CEMCA; has also reinforced similar challenges confronting Community
Radio. While its findings underlined the need for greater community awareness and
participation in terms of the functioning and philosophy of the community radio station,
it noted that stations that were well networked and engaged with their communities
did not face many issues regarding community participation or sustaining high quality
content. However, the crux of the challenge lay in the fact that many of the listening
communities across community radio stations remained unaware of the financial re-
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sources required to run or operate the Community Radio station, or how these were
met by the station. If they were inclined to support the station financially, they
remained unaware of what was expected of them or how to engage in the station’s
activities, leave alone the fact that their station might have required financial
assistance.
While CLP’s focus in India is young and has primarily focused on health
communication, its experience thus far has demonstrated its ability to promote
both community well being and community radio sustainability. Its uniqueness
lies in its ability to bring the community to the centre-stage and motivate it to be
an active contributor- participant in the development process. Its components like
formative research, message matrix, episode planning not only enable audience
profiling but also ensure stakeholder participation through an inclusive
collaborative process where they are involved at all stages of decision
making - planning, research, production, and evaluation.
The CLP’s blended and outcome-oriented programme design has demonstrable
credentials across a range of media in several parts of the world. Currently, more
than 50 communities in 16 countries in three Commonwealth regions are engaged
in developing Community Learning Programmes covering a gamut of regional
health and development priorities. Given the stark contrasts that currently
confront South Asia’s development landscape, scaling CLP in the region is no
longer just a welcome idea, but a necessary reality.
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Role of Health
Communications
towards Behaviour Change
- Devi Leena Bose

India reports the maximum number of maternal deaths and infant (under 5 years) deaths
in the world.1 Grassroots organisations and different government departments (through
various schemes) have been trying to promote better health seeking practices.
Yet, health communications geared towards behaviour change remains a peripheral
activity. Though there are examples of standalone initiatives that have yielded
exemplary results in increasing health-seeking behaviours amongst the vulnerable,
various researchers2 have identified critical gaps in current behaviour change
communication (BCC) approaches.
The current BCC techniques have failed to systematically engage communities and local
stakeholders towards mapping actual risk factors. The interventions thus proposed,
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fail to address social and structural barriers that affect behaviour change. A threefold
approach- that integrates epidemiological evidences3 with social research towards
building an integrated communication plan linked to monitoring and service is needed
to scaffold behaviour change.4
The Community Learning Programmes (CLPs) have demonstrated a potential model,
which can work at a local level towards an integrated development communication
model.
CLP offers to
•

Involve local stakeholders from the outset in decision-making about topics,

•

Bringing together different types of groups – community networks, media/ICT

messages, programme design and execution.

outlets, health and development experts, public policy representatives – into
collaborative programme design, management and evaluation processes.
This makes the process of communication a needs based approach rather than a top
down communication model.
Currently the focus of most behaviour change programmes is that of national
importance rather than local issues.5 For example, Sanitation based Swachh Bharat
Abhiyaan has an allocated budget of $31 Billion to be spent in next five- years

1
Barnagarwala, Tabassum. ‘India Has Highest Number Of Maternal Deaths’. The Indian

Express 2014. Web. 10 Apr. 2015.
2
Gary L. Darmstadt and Usha Kiran Tarigopula
3
Epidemiological data, for instance, provides information on incidence, distribution and control of a disease in a
population.
4
http://www.who.int/immunization/hpv/communicate/strategic_communication_for_
behaviour_and_social_change_unicef_rosa_2005.pdf
5
Strategic Communication - for Behaviour and Social Change in South Asia’- working paper. UNICEF, N.p., 2015. Web.
12 Apr. 2015.
6
http://india.gov.in/spotlight/swachh-bharat-abhiyaan-ek-kadam-swachhata-ki-ore
7
Sreevatsan, Ajai. ‘India’s Sanitation Campaigns Have Cost 40 Times Mars Mission Budget’. The Hindu 2014. Web. 12
Apr. 2015.
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mainly geared towards supporting subsidies and incentives. The focus of incentive
driven behaviour change over motivation driven approach has led to an immense failure
of the project.7 A SQUAT (Sanitation, Quality, Use, Access, Trends) study in North India
reveals the need for motivation and behaviour change based approach. A major
challenge that remains to be addressed is the centralised form of communication that
makes the programme redundant in absence of context driven messaging.
The CLP is a combination of a dialogical and social capital approach to community
mobilisation, i.e. its core principles is about promoting dialogue and critical thinking
amongst various stakeholders by providing links between various stakeholders to bridge
the social capital of a community. CLP based programmes propose to prioritise the lived
experience and stories of learners and other community members, combining them with
“expert” information.
Thereby, a marked difference in a behaviour change programme developed through CLP
approach highlights the conversations on sanitation, which are not restricted to mere
construction of toilets, but expand the scope of dialogue towards understanding gender
based issues and concerns around lack of toilets, collective solutions to arrive at gender
responsive interventions.
8

Though, various five-year plans have acknowledged the value of Information

Education Communication, aligned and synergised communication programmes using a
multi-blended approach remains a challenge. Existing health education/communication
strategies (e.g. health camps, community mobilisation) do not operate at the optimum
scale (number and equity of citizens reached) and/ or fail to engage citizens sufficiently
to effect desired change (e.g. conventional national media campaigns). With the rapidly
changing nature of communication, it has become important for information to be
available in both physical and digital environments, when and where needed.
Thereby, it becomes important to understand the ‘communicative ecology’ within
which the communication and information flow takes place in a community.
The CLP model promotes multichannel and blended approaches, e.g. combining radio with
mobile telephony, face-to-face interactions and community mobilisation with engaging
media content. It draws on traditional cultural formats, such as storytelling, drama, music
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and other folk media.There have been marked benefits of this kind of approach as it helps:
•

Expand access to end users through various mediums thus expanding reach
and capitalise on the strengths and compensate for limitations of each
medium.

•

Re-emphasise and re-enforce the message in a way that appeals to
different learning styles.

•

Yields credibility through blended learning approaches.

•

Small discussion groups are conducive to clarification, discussion and
deliberation of issues, towards change

The need for health/ developmental education to be approached holistically within a
community development framework that includes voice, empowerment and dialogue
among stakeholders at the local level is the need of the hour.

SQUAT Policy Brief1: What Can Be Done To End Open Defecation?. SQUAT Survey, 2014. Web. 12 Apr. 2015. Squat
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The
storytellER
weaves
Cobwebs of knowledge
- Ekta Mittal

Everyone has stories to tell. Some stories become popular. Some remain
secrets. Some stories are censored. Some are waiting to be told.
The storyteller is alive – active or dormant. At a time of hyper
connectivity and access to multiple sources of information across
different platforms, the space for stories have shrunk as a
consequence of shrinking listening capacity and attention span.
The average attention span to listen to voice is not more than three
minutes. Today, the storyteller may be invisible, but has not disappeared. But stories cannot be held, they escape. When unheard stories
come out, they spread, like viruses. Shocking stories become news.
Opinions are shaped. Myths are disturbed. Facts are rearranged. Ideas
are born. Stories are like windows, they let people breathe. Stories are
mirrors of experience, views and feelings. Stories may be based on
truth. But stories are not about the truth. They are based on memory of
lived experience. Retelling stories reveals how we remember.
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Between the actual experiences and remembering, the story takes shape – the story
reacts, interacts, struggles, copes, emotes, and rests in a time lapse.
In the community radio context, the story has merely become a format in a radio
programme. Stories of the community are collected to validate social issues and mark
problems that need to be solved by “experts”. Stories are responses to questions asked.
Different questions provoke different stories? Reporters have often told us that it is
difficult to “extract” stories from the community. They find it difficult to get stories from
people. If stories are everywhere then why aren’t people telling them their stories?
Unfortunately, stories have come to mean people testifying cause and effect. It is not
their story, it is a story “extracted” to fit a pre-determined framework. The storyteller
here is irrelevant. The storyteller is absent.
When you hear such a story on radio, an awkward distance is evident between the
storyteller and listener. Stories are not merely factual accounts of life, but convey
subjective experiences of how a specific fact/incident affected a specific individual. For
example, every mother has a unique account of pregnancy, every adult recounts their
childhood differently. These accounts are several factors – socio-economic status,
political background, family structure, personality type, gender, sexual orientation,
education, incidents, coincidences, accidents, pleasures, influences et al.
The development paradigm renders the marginalised as victims, who need to be
empowered. Stories heard and told are based on problem solving. Stories don’t
necessary solve problems, but calls for a listener to travel through an experience.

WHERE DO STORIES COME FROM? WHEN DO PEOPLE TELL STORIES?
Stories come from our experiences, other peoples’ experiences, dreams, fears,
interactions, memory and desire. The listener must have genuine curiosity to listen to a
story or to interview someone. Strangers will not immediately reveal a personal
experience or incident for a radio station or for the benefit of others. A personal
experience like child birth, pregnancy, marriage, loss, separation, discrimination holds
an incalculable value, meaning and significance to an individual. Many find solace in
silence; others seek out people to talk to. Trust is crucial for a story to travel, from the
storyteller and the listener. Don’t we have someone to tell our stories to, why on radio,
then? Stories have other facets too. When an individual shares a story or a personal
experience to an infinite, unknown audience, it does not any longer belong only to the
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storyteller, but to all those who have listened. This transformation has the power to
trigger, provoke, move, affect and console. However, for stories to stay in our memory,
it is necessary for the story to be well crafted. To identify good storytellers is another
craft. If a story is well told, it will travel from the listeners’ memory elsewhere, and
slowly the cobweb of knowledge grows.
When a woman talks about her daily schedule, from wake to sleep, she describes it to
the best of her knowledge, as her own experience –the listener realises her relationship
to time, labour, environment, fatigue and rest. It may be the first time, she may have put
words to her experience, this allows her reflect on her time, space, relationships.
It allows her to remember what she felt, how she learned and coped in that situation.
For a listener, the voice of the storyteller is crucial – a voice that she can identify with.
Details in the story, local references, her sense of humour, her persona, her world view is
all evident at once when she narrates a story. Stories create associations and affinities.
When a listener feels empathy and compassion, it becomes a space of trust, where more
stories can flow.
In a participative learning programme, we use a story based approach to learning.
Stories’ carry a rich, indigenous knowledge that have the power to affect and in turn
release more stories in to the open. Stories are different from case studies and success
stories. Stories as lived experience capture multiple facets of a specific memory. When a
woman narrates her experience of walking into the fields in the wee hours of the
morning, in search of a toilet, she is reliving that memory.
She goes on to say, “No one can attack me, I always carry a sickle in my skirt.” A listener
in a similar situation may not have a sickle in her skirt, but the story has already got her
thinking. Stories stand for themselves, they do not impose or demand change. It allows
the listener speculate and introspect, and respond (if need be) in their own time and
way. If a story is well told, it will travel from the listeners’ memory, and slowly the cobweb of knowledge grows.
A man decided to a vasectomy since he felt that his wife had gone through too many
pregnancies and abortions in her life. But the story had less to do with the vasectomy
and more to do with his respect and love for his wife. People also learnt that vasectomy
does not lead to loss of productivity. Such a story, does not lead to drastic changes
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overnight, but may stay with the listener, because it has subverted the dominant
discourse, and challenged existing myths.
Over the last five years of working with grassroots communities in the context of
participative media, stories have humbled and quietened us. With genuine
curiosity, we were not going after what we wanted to hear. We listened to stories, as is.
These stories unravelled an alternate reading of history, culture and society.
What I found was immense strength, resistance and knowledge of grappling with
day to day life. Stories unfold pleasant surprises and unexpected ideas.
All stories are in search for good listeners. All listeners are in search of good
storytellers.
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Chahat Chowk
A space for fearless conversations

Gurgaon Ki Awaaz produces the first participatory
series on Reproductive Health in India

- Angarika Guha
(With inputs from Arti Jaiman, Soumya Jha, Vandana Thapliyal & Sharmila and Ideosync Media Combine )

Why are you sitting quietly inside,
No longer will we have to talk secretly
Why don’t you listen to Gurgaon Ki Awaaz,
Have you heard of Chahat Chowk?
That’s where we all have to go.
That’s where we will meet,
that’s where we will talk.
That’s our destination.
Jingle, Chahat Chowk

Lying at the periphery of sector 22, Gurgaon, Mullaheda is a microcosm of the social
and working relations that characterise Haryana today. The village is comprised almost
wholly of migrant workers from UP, Bihar and Bengal, most of who are employed by the
Maruti factory, situated in Udyog Vihar. The women work in garment export companies or
auto ancillary companies. Some women are domestic workers while others run their own
small businesses like grocery shops or beauty parlors.
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The landscape of Mullaheda is dotted with two-three storied buildings owned by wealthy
landowners, interspersed with smaller houses. Workers, who have migrated to
Mullaheda, leaving their families back home, are packed into crammed rooms. Most
workers have relocated with their families; one room would be enough to house an
entire family, often comprising of more than one child.
For a radio station, located less than a kilometre from this area, migrant workers became
the main audience, in the rapidly developing city of Gurgaon. Community members have
been encouraged to visit the station, share their experiences of migration and
resettlement. “The role of the ‘reporter’ and the ‘community member’ was fixed in our
imagination. As reporters, we ‘create content’, for community members. We collected
stories and opinions in their voices. We didn’t see them as key stakeholders invested
in the production process.”
In most migrant colonies, divisions on the basis of caste are less important than alliances
forged along the lines of regional identity. To find one’s feet and sense of belonging in a
new environment is challenging. To understand health-related challenges and needs it
became imperative to first decipher the social fabric of villages where migrant workers
live in Gurgaon. Information hardly circulates between women since they are from
different communities, and it is in this gap that shame, stigma and silence are born.
Workers keep to themselves and prefer not interfering especially in other people’s
personal matters. In a city like Gurgaon where there are over a hundred multi-specialty
hospitals, there is only one Government hospital. There is a paucity of female doctors
and trained health staff, and lack of infrastructure to meet the needs of the working
class population in Gurgaon. They are forced to go to private clinics in their
neighborhood which are unaffordable for many, and subsequently do not access
any form of health care facilities. Even with the limited interaction between
workers, there is no means through which to verify information or seek more
information about their needs.

WHERE IS CHAHAT CHOWK?
There is, under a tree a fictional space for men and women to converse
on sexuality, love and relationships- this is Chahat Chowk.
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In December 2012, Maraa conducted a baseline survey and the Community Learning
Programme (CLP) pilot was launched with Gurgaon Ki Awaaz (GKA). Intensive training
workshops around planning, programme design and production were conducted.
For the first time, the station decided to work closely with migrants from one locality,
Mullaheda and attempted to understand their challenges. The engagement was much
longer than usual where the target audience was consulted at every stage of research,
design, production and evaluation.
Initially, the research process was scattered- the primary challenge that arose was
locating women, outside the home. Beauty parlours were identified as a space
frequented by women, without male escorts, where women spoke freely. “We used
to visit the parlour with our recorders, speak to the women, and go back and create a
programme on whatever we found most interesting”. When we began programming,
our interest in community members was only for the purpose of that particular episode.
We never stopped to ask community members if they wanted a radio programme on
health, much less, the content they’d like to hear in the programme”

BREAKING WEBS OF SILENCE
“We were convinced the station would shut down because of our broadcasts .The Focused
Group Discussion (FGD) process resulted in the telling of many stories and experiences,
some of which even as reporters, we weren’t prepared to hear: I remember hearing a
woman sharing a story of how she gave birth on the train. I wasn’t married at the time, and
couldn’t believe she was discussing her pregnancy so openly. I found it difficult to look at
her face, as I was overcome with embarrassment”.
Initially, the research process took the form of one-sided interviews. The focus was a
given topic, and once that was discussed, reporters assumed they had all the material
required to make an episode. “The main intention was to find a story that corresponded
to our chosen topic. We focused on recording, never giving the community members any
context as to why a particular topic had been chosen. We never shared our own stories
or experiences, always taking the position of the questioner.” With the CLP, the style of
interviewing changed, from prescriptive, to more open ended and subjective. “When
I conduct focus group discussions now, I first talk about generic things. I show them my
husband’s photo, share stories about my family. It doesn’t feel like a focus group discussion,
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but amidst all this laughter and chatter, stories emerge that reveal health related
concerns and needs.”
Initially, it was very difficult to encourage women to share their experiences. The men
wouldn’t attend the stakeholder meetings at all, and the one or two listening clubs
that were initiated for men only, failed after a short period of time. Women would keep
silent for long periods of time during the interview process, or then, agree with what
the reporters were saying. It was only once field visits became more frequent that a
certain level of trust was established. The next step was to dispel myths around bodily
processes. In the case of white discharge, the common remedy was to stop eating
chillies/oily food. Though it was the most rampant problem in the community, no one
was aware of the cause, only the symptoms- discomfort and a strong odour.
Cultures of silence don’t operate only within the community. Inside the station, the
stories unearthed by the FGD process, initially caused acute discomfort between station
staff, comprising largely of young, unmarried, boys and girls. Menstruation, pre marital
sex, white discharge, condoms- these were some of the issues that had emerged from
the first round of discussions with the women. “We weren’t having these conversations
at home. ‘Bachpan se hi pardah hai, in issues ko lekar’ (There is a veil of silence that surrounds these issues since childhood). I used to write down questions regarding my period
and leave them for my mother, because I was too embarrassed and scared to speak to her
directly”.
The scripting process helped the reporters overcome their own inhibitions and
prejudices. The line between the community member and the reporter blurs in a process
like the CLP, because often, the reporters are members of the same community and are
undergoing similar experiences. The script writing process diffused the divide between
‘us and them’. Conversations with community members began to infiltrate personal and
workspaces for the reporters. Health related concerns were intrinsically connected to
perceptions, judgments and understanding of the body, and in order to ensure a
successful programme, it became crucial to understand this in the context of Mullaheda.
“We’ve gone from giggles and blushes to talking openly about breast
cancer and the flavours of condoms available in markets. This shift
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took place during the script writing process - we all sat and worked
on it together. We discussed each point in great detail when we worked
on the message matrix. This was a major ice breaker, not just between
the men and women, but also between the younger and older members
in the team.”

“Muskaan and Hira have had a lovely romantic night. They
make love and discuss their fears of pregnancy, NSV and
abortions. They discuss experiences of their friends. They get too
tangled in the conversation and decide to fall asleep.
In the morning, Hira makes tea for Muskaan. They are both
preoccupied with the conversation from last night. She goes to
the Auxiliary Nurse Maid who tells her all about vasectomy. The
ANM also tells her of men who have had successful operations.
She leaves in a hurry to conduct tuitions for children. She is very
distracted. She calls Hira and asks him to come home soon. The
bell rings, and she hears the Did You know this about
Vasectomy? It is an imaginary interruption. The bell rings, she
opens the door and sees Hira. Over dinner they discuss their
opposing views on Vasectomy, which explore the myths, fears
and anxieties inside them. Hira tells Muskaan that his friend in
the factory told him that you lose your masculinity when you
get an NSV done. She tells him what the ANM told her. They are
confused and undecided. They go to the Chachi (aunt) to consult with her. She opens out the phone lines and the live calls
become part of the programme. She introduces a doctor and
weaves a conversation between the callers and the doctor.”
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‘RASOI SE KAHANIYA”: The importance of the local
As the process unfolded, it became clearer, how important it is to understand the local
vocabulary. In order to dispel myths and share health-related information, it became
crucial to communicate in the local dialects and vocabularies spoken in Mullaheda. The
phrases and analogies for body are different for people from migrant communities.
“We really had to concentrate during the FGD process- to pick up the subtext, fill in the
gaps where things were left unsaid, understand what was being said- I remember women
kept referring to their wombs as ‘kothi’ leading to confusion, because for us, kothi refers
to a house!”. The use of local language/idiom is intrinsic to the CLP process, as opposed
to the impersonal, clinical language that usually features in health campaigns.
Developing the character of ‘Chachi’ was a difficult process. ‘Chachi’ is a local woman,
elderly, knowledgeable, non-judgmental. Yet, during live phone-ins, some of the
questions were unsettling. These moments betrayed internal assumptions and
prejudices. There were instances where women would share stories of abortion, which
resulted in a lot of judgment from within the community. The figure of the ‘Chachi’ had
to address these occurrences, ensuring that community members felt safe in sharing
their stories on-air. The CLP approach emphasises the importance of developing local
level partnerships and collaborations. In the context of Mullaheda, the station made a
particular effort to involve various actors, from the local councillor, to civil society
organisations working in the area, to the closest hospital, St. Stephens and its doctors.
Working together allows for a sharing of capacity and strengths, ensuring a holistic
approach toward the community’s needs.

CHALLENGING WOMEN’S NEEDS’: the case of the curious listener
Within four months of weekly broadcasts of Chahat Chowk, the station staff began to
observe something curious. Analysing the phone-in data, they realised that the
number of men calling the station after the programme, with questions and anecdotes
far outnumbered the women. This was unexpected on two counts: first, the programme
had been designed keeping in mind women as the primary target audiences; second, the
questions that male callers were asking didn’t always directly pertain to episode content- rather, there were questions about a range of sexual and health related concerns.
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“Men began calling, and asking questions about menstruation, with regard to their sisters
and wives. Some men had questions around condom use, around how to have sex.”
This realisation led to a change in the programme design. Content was adapted to
address the needs of both sexes. Often the understanding of gender is reduced to
women’s needs. These needs in turn are seen only from the perspective of reproductive
health. There is often little space to understand desire, violence, miscommunication and
attraction- all of which encompass daily experiences of gender and sexuality.
“Kamta Prasad is 28 years old. He feels the the level of knowledge and understanding
which he has around issues related to sexuality and reproductive health issues haven’t
been up to the mark and after listening to Chahat Chowk, many things have changed in the
way he perceives these issues. Regarding the episode on Sex during pregnancy, he admitted
he had not paid much attention to safe sex methods while his wife was pregnant as he
didn’t have any information on the ways to do it. Now he makes sure that he asks his wife
before and they proceed only after she agrees. He also admitted after listening to Chahat
Chowk, he has realized that foreplay is also important and they get involved in foreplay
more often now and they enjoy it more.” 9

CHAHAT CHOWK: A safe space
Gurgaon Ki Awaaz has developed two participatory
programme series of 32 episodes on Sexual and
Reproductive Health, directed at married couples in Mullaheda.
Gurgaon Ki Awaaz is now working on two programmes, using the CLP approach.
Chahat Chowk is now entering its third phase and a new programme is being planned
on the emotional health of adolescent boys and girls. The first phase of Chahat Chowk
impressed upon the reporters the need to initiate these conversations with adolescent

9
Taken from a progress report-evaluating phase II of Chahat Chowk. Compiled and written by Ideosync Media

Combine, in December 2014
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boys and girls. In this case again, the research process threw up unexpected results.
Young boys and girls were not interested in discussing bodily changes. Rather, the
conversation during the FGD’s veered toward ‘emotional health’.
Most concerns seem to revolve around tensions with parents, attractions, friendships etc.
Sharing their own experiences has helped in encouraging the stakeholders to start talking.
I conduct the FGD’s with a certain informality- take along some biscuits, sit on the floor
with them, talk about my attractions etc. This has helped, and if for some reason I don’t
visit them, once a week, they call me to ask where I am.”
“We did an episode that addressed the issue of marital
rape. This is an experience shrouded in silence, because

“We did an episode that

most women don’t believe they have a say in whether or

addressed the issue of

not to engage in intercourse with their husbands. One of

marital rape. This is an

the women heard our episode, which prompted her to stop

experience shrouded in

her husband the next time he tried to force himself on her. It

silence, because most

turns out he assumed she was enjoying herself. This helped

women don’t believe

open a window for discussion between her and her husband.

they have a say in

When we went to the field next, for narrowcasting, she

whether or not to

shared this story with us and told us that now her husband

engage in intercourse

asks her each time before they have intercourse. She finds

with their husbands.”

herself less irritable and happier in her relationship”
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Mere diary
ke kuch panne
Some pages from my diary

Waqt Ki Awaaz addresses the complex matter of lack
of toilets and its impact on women’s health in Kanpur

- Angarika Guha

(With inputs from Neetu Singh & Radha Shukla)

g

“My village is located 35 kilometers away from
the city. In front of my house, there is a Neem

tree, under which everyone sits. There is a temple
nearby where my father goes for his evening
prayers. When he visits the city, he brings back
gifts for my younger sister and me Jyoti. My older
brother always asks him for different kinds of
flutes “
“When I take the goats out to graze, I can hear my
brother playing his flute. My mother gets caught
up in household chores, and she forgets that I
haven’t returned home. My brother’s flute playing
becomes the soundtrack to my day- dreaming,
and I drift away, until suddenly, my mother’s voice

“Ghar Ki Lutiya,
Khet Na Jaaye.”
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brings me back to reality. ”Kiran, I’ve told you so many times,

don’t behave like Shankar, he’s a boy. Come back and start getting
the rotis ready for dinner”
“These are the first few pages of my diary, to introduce you to
my family. It must be clear to you, from these few pages, what I
dislike about my mother. If you keep listening to my diary, you’ll
learn more about my family and my life, and why my diary is called
“Ghar Ki Lutiya, Khet Na Jaaye” (The utensils from my kitchen,
don’t go to the field). Don’t forget to tune in next week, at the
same time, on Waqt ki awaaz”
-An excerpt from Waqt Ki Awaaz’s CLP,

g

Ghar Ki Lutiya, Khet Na Jaaye.

A LANDSCAPE IN MOTION
Many years ago, there was no road leading to Maintha block, in Kanpur dehat. In the years
that Radhaji has been driving her scooter for 34 kilometres, everyday, the landscape of
Kanpur ‘dehat’ (village) has changed drastically. The babul trees and rumors of dacoits
lurking in the bushes have been replaced with apartment complexes and gleaming
concrete roads.
Radha ji has been working in Baribayav village since the early 2000’s. Initially, conversations with the community followed the usual pattern. The list was overwhelming, ranging
from maternal health to alcoholism. Programmes need to be created almost overnight,
to meet ‘community needs’. At the time, the station itself was amorphous, in a rented
room one day, in a cowshed, the next. Paucity of resources made narrowcasting the only
option. Groups of people clustered around a single transmitter, and who was listening?
Those who could loiter outside the walls of the house sit for hours at end, comfortably
share opinions? The focus remained a few, vast parts of the village still unknown or
consciously avoided, for example, the Harijan Basti (lower caste slum).
Feedback for the programme was general, with listeners responding to single episodes.
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There wasn’t much focus on publicity, and so outreach remained limited. The purpose
and function of community radio was shrouded in secrecy, with some community members accusing reporters of siphoning money and producing programmes for their own
benefit. The possibility of creating programmes in collaboration with stakeholders had
not yet been explored.
One of the crucial shifts that the CLP brought about, Neetu reflects was the way it
changed their process of community interaction. The end goal wasn’t problem solving,
but to immerse one-self in the complexities and contradictions of daily reality. Suddenly
the list of questions being asked changed entirely. Rather than an interview grounded in
assumptions, conversations with community members took the form ‘baat-cheet’ (chit
chat). The first few meetings with stakeholders opened a Pandora’s Box. A change in the
kind of questions asked revealed the many dimensions around single issue. The research
process, Radha ji laughs, is “a never ending process of continuous learning. The process
pushed us to tease apart the nuances embedded in a single issue”.

THE IMAGINATION OF A TOILET
“What can one do? There are some issues that are difficult to think about, much less discuss
openly. Whatever it might be, I tend to say what’s on my mind, and today I had decided to
speak to my father. I know this is a big issue for my village and for my own family. The first
time my mother heard me talk about toilets, she asked me to keep quiet, because she was
afraid that the neighbours would hear and think, ‘Munshi’s daughter has no shame!”
However, I thought it was important to talk about the fact that people use toilets in the
open. And I knew that if I didn’t talk about it, no one would. And so, I went in search of my
father, and found him, lota (tumbler) in hand, having just returned from the field...”
In the list of issues that emerged, the lack of toilets was a recurrent theme.
The issue of constructing toilets initially seemed like a case of fairly straightforward
advocacy, Neetu recollects. But the deeper one dug, the more it seemed like an endless
web of unravelling thread. A young girl confided that going ‘to use the toilet’ in the field,
was the only escape from the house; the ‘toilet’ ‘transforming into a place for clandestine encounters with boyfriends.
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For others, the journey was treacherous, a fear of the dark, of harassment, of violence. Many girls and women skipped dinner, as going to bed hungry was preferable to having to journey outdoors in the dead of the night. Most women confided
that they hesitated in sharing these details with their
husbands, because of fear and embarrassment.
The rigor of the research process led to the unearthing of other facts. Money
allotted for the toilets had been used elsewhere; those who had constructed toilets
didn’t use them; and women in particular, didn’t see the need for toilets.

WHAT ROLES COULD A RAdIO PROGRAMME PLAY IN ADDRESSING THESE ISSUES?

“Kiran: Babu ji, can I ask you a question?
Babu: Yes of course, what happened, do I need to pay your
fees in school?
Kiran: No babu
Babu: Ah, then you don’t want to attend school today, is that it?
Kiran: No babu, I wanted to ask, from the minute you wake up,
what all do you do in the morning?
Babu: I graze the cattle, ensure the manure is ready and
feed the goats.
Kiran: You’ve forgotten something father, at 2 am, don’t you
go use the toilet outside?
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“ When I said this, my father looked completely shocked. He couldn’t believe his daughter
was talking about toilets so openly. I knew I’d broken a lot of rules by discussing it with
him.”
The message matrix proved to be a useful tool at this juncture. For Radha ji, the process
of plotting positive and negative behaviour was the key in being able to design a
programme series, as opposed to one off episodes on the “toilet issue,” where a
member of the community would share a story of depravation, and the voice of god,
usually an expert like a doctor or an upper caste intellectual, pouring out views on
hygiene and sanitation. The message matrix encompassed a macro and micro
perspective. It helped articulate a larger vision for change whilst helping the
station staff develop weekly broadcast schedules. The matrix doesn’t operate on simple
cause- effect logic for behaviour change, but pushes one to explore the intricacies and
inter-connectedness of each issue.

Mere diary ke kuch panne’ (Some Pages from my diary)
When it came to broadcasting, a debate ensued over the best format that could
encapsulate all these threads. A radio drama, with its dialogic format, wouldn’t serve the
purpose- a conversation about toilets between a husband and wife was so unheard of,
that to play it on air would seem almost fantastical. “I felt a radio drama was too
cluttered, with too many elements, which wouldn’t allow us to explore the issue in finer
detail”, explains Neetu.
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And so emerged the diary of Kiran. Kiran, at the age of 25, is the non-contested, head of
the Panchayat. The pages of her diary are littered with the thoughts and opinions that
have emerged during the stakeholder meetings. It is a subjective account that yields a
different understanding of what ostensibly seems to be only an issue of infrastructure.
Questions of access and development cannot be addressed without a thorough
understanding of cultural contexts, attitudes and beliefs. The arrival of a new object,
even something as innocuous as a toilet can cause ripples and disturbance in the
organisation of social life.

“Munshi: Kiran, do you have difficulties in using the toilet outside?
Kiran: Yes, it is really a big problem.
Munshi: But your mother goes, so does everyone else in the village
Kiran: Yes, but the trouble is that no one talks about this issue.
Have you ever wondered if it is difficult for mother to get up at 4 am?
Doesn’t matter if its winter or summer or raining. We all stay up at night,
worrying about waking up early and making a trip to the bathroom.
If we don’t manage to clean our stomachs in the morning, we don’t eat
too much at school, out of fear of needing to go again... “

For Neetu, embodying and personifying Kiran has led to a tremendous boost of
confidence. Kiran’s reality isn’t far removed from her own, as a young female reporter
working in Kanpur dehat. There are similar concerns and apprehensions.
In the initial days, Neetu remembers struggling while interviewing male community
members; speaking in public about menstruation and other ‘private’ matters.
“Even when we’re on air, we know the community can recognise our voices, it took us a
while to gain the confidence to speak about these issues publicly, given the context
within which we work”. Kanpur, the city, is rapidly developing and the effect is
spilling over into the village; despite increases in literacy rates and employment, cultural
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attitudes are difficult to change, Radhaji shares. Working in an environment that is silent
about most issues concerning health has been an ongoing challenge. What we realised is
that these are private matters. It is hard to talk about these things.
The programme title employs the motif of the ‘Lutiya’ and complicates the journey of
the ‘Lota’ (tumbler) a common household object, from the domain of the private to the
public, from home to field. The intention of the programme isn’t to immediately push for
the construction of toilets- but to first encourage discussion between family members,
draw attention to health-related repercussions, remove stigma around issues of health.
The diary format allows for the tapestry of daily life to be woven into daily life. Who is
Kiran, where does she live, what does she do every day? These are crucial elements of
the episode planning process. Episodes typically begin with a description of the
setting- a ‘Diya on the chullah; the sounds of the village, daily banter within the
household’, before Kiran speaks.
The percentage of phone-ins for the CLP versus the other programmes shows the
popularity of the show. The process allowed for unlikely collaborations. Having worked
closely with community members for over the last ten years, it was only after the CLP
was initiated that the station was able to bring together community members with
government officials.

SOME CONVERSATION WITH WOMEN FROM KANPUR DEHAT
“After the programme had been on air for 6 months, we had gone for one of our
stakeholder meetings. There, one of the community members told us that nowadays
they all joked about including a toilet as part of their daughters’ dowry. We’ve come a
long way, from never uttering the word toilet in public, to now openly cracking jokes
about it”
“Once I was walking to the station and observed an exchange between two men. One
was carrying a Lutiya, and the other one, while laughing asked if he hadn’t listened to
our programme; that the Lutiya should never leave the house”
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Cross
connections
on sexual
health
Jharkhand Mobile Vaani gets to the heart of it
- Angarika Guha
(with inputs from Paramita Panjal)

Jharkhand Mobile Vaani (JMV) is a citizen radio over phone platform. An IVR system
allows people to call a number and leave a message. The message could be about any
aspect of community life. Callers can also listen to messages left by others. In this way,
another culture of listening and sharing is in the process of being born.
Jharkhand conjures up images of violence and unrest; the collision of development and
strong resistance; riddled with poverty, a hotbed of civil unrest, a landscape ravaged by
extraction.

Dial 0800097458 for
Jharkhand Mobile Vaani
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MOBILE PHONE AS MEGAPHONE
Initially, the station functioned as a helpline. In partnership with various civil society
and international organisations, it became a mouthpiece for issue specific campaigns.
Often large civil society organisations or government bodies wanted feedback on a
particular programme or scheme. The station was then used as a means to gather this
feedback, and evaluate the feasibility and success of ongoing programmes. For reporters
at JMV, the ‘community’s needs’ were perceived and understood through these surveys
and programmes. Examples of past programmes included surveys on the status of water
bodies, HIV prevention, campaigns on domestic violence etc. Typically, a format would
cite a specific issue and then solicit community opinions on the same. The only other
innovation that existed at the time was an attempt to create radio plays out of health
related information: information on Government schemes, where they can be accessed
etc. Volunteers circulated material on the programme before each of the promos, to
ensure community members listened to the programme.
In 2010, recognising the outreach limitations of a community radio station, JMV
conducted a pilot to assess the possibilities of using mobile phones as a communication
for development medium. They chose four areas: Bukaro, Dhanbad, Girdi and Khutti.
Given the media saturation in urban markets, JMV chose to focus their research in rural
areas, to get a sense of ‘community needs” and the accessibility of the medium. The pilot
revealed that 98% of the population had one active/functional mobile phone. In each of
the four areas, the population is predominantly migrant, with 70% of the village working
in cities. The remaining population is engaged in agricultural activities.

UNRAVELLING STORIES: The research process
For JMV, whose focus has always been technology, investing time and energy in a research-oriented process was very difficult. The station was accustomed to working with
broad thematics, such as ‘child marriage’, to create programmes and campaigns.
As they oriented themselves to the CLP, it was crucial to understand how the approach
would adapt to this technology, what formats would be used on such a platform and so
on. The emphasis of the CLP, on understanding the sub divisions within each issue and
the connections between them all, was initially a challenge for team members.
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Eight months later…
Once the reporters got accustomed to the process of interviewing, the CLP became a
way through which to explore intersections between technology, communication and
development. The area chosen for stakeholder research was Giridi, in the Shankardih
Panchayat, of Kodwadih. Kodwadih was selected for accessibility in terms of language,
and because a certain level of basic health facilities existed. Located just off the highway, the majority of men in Kodwadih are truck drivers. The women are either ASHA
workers or they stay at home.
The team conducted a survey based on five to six issues that had emerged as priorities
from a meeting conducted with community members. The research was conducted with
a sample group of 50 people, through the mobile phone. Of those issues, sexual health
and family planning emerged as the most predominant, recurring issue for most women.

CONCENTRIC CIRCLES OF HEALTH PRoGRAMMING
Most women in Kodwadih prefer home deliveries to going to the hospital. The hospital
is ten kilometres away, and the clinical, impersonal atmosphere deters and intimidates
women. There is also prevailing distrust of the medical system, which most women feel
is exploitative and expensive. In contrast, midwifery is a comfortable, secure and affordable option for deliveries. Government schemes do not provide a viable
alternative. Most ASHA and ANM workers don’t visit Kodwadih more than once a month,
usually only for cursory health check-ups. Kodwadih is located four kilometres away
from the nearest public health centre. The relationship between the ASHA workers and
community members is strained because many women hold a grouse against the former
for not making more regular visits. However, most of the women who double as midwives are untrained. An inability to handle complications that arise during the delivery
process has led to an increase in child mortality.
Thoughts, opinions and assumptions about one’s own health and bodies are shaped
by cultural contexts. Fears and anxieties surrounding one’s own body lead to the
formation of social myths that are difficult to break. For example, women who are
pregnant don’t eat very well because of the fear that if the child is above a certain
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weight limit, an unaffordable surgery will be required.
These fears and anxieties are usually hidden, and never
spoken about. Only with trust, people opened up. From the
discussions that took place during the FGDs, the character
of Shabnam emerged. Shabnam is a 25 year-old Muslim
woman (the population in Kodwadih is predominantly
Muslim). She is pregnant and lives in a nuclear family.
This is reflective of the changing social landscape in

The character of
Shabnam emerged.
Shabnam is a
25 year-old
Muslim
woman

Jharkhand, where nuclear families are fast
becoming the norm.
The narration comprises of personal stories.
Using stream of consciousness, the programme attempts
to delve deeper into Shabnam’s psyche. Because she lives
in a nuclear family, more responsibility falls on her. This
causes difficulties because she is pregnant. The play often
starts with Shabnam sitting under a tree, sharing her
daily routine. When she encounters health troubles,
she speaks to ‘Chachi’ (aunt) who recommends safe
and low cost options, who in turn usually takes
her to the ASHA worker if the problem
requires medical expertise.
The message matrix created building
blocks out of each issue, in order to
broach maternal mortality related
concerns such as amnesia, eating habits,
the workload of women, and others
that need to be tackled simultaneously.
The advantage of using the mobile phone for community health
initiatives is its easy availability. This coupled with the factors
listed above, have dynamic potential for communication
for development programming.
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FORMATS FOR RADIO OVER TELEPHONY
Signature Tune- 10 seconds
Narrator- 1 minute
Lived experience of a community member - 1 minute 30 seconds
Narrator- 1 minute
Expert Bite- 1 Minute
Did You Know- 1 minute
Narrator- 30 seconds
Signature Tune- 10 Seconds
Total duration: 6 minutes 20 seconds
With the CLP, the one-way flow of information changed. Personal stories took the centre
stage in a more cohesive manner in contrast with their early scattered nature.
The campaigns that the station was running earlier were ‘customer driven’, based on
the needs of NGOs’ and other agencies. The CLP process encouraged the reporters to
re-think who they were defining as the community. For the first time, the community was
not just receiving information on the mobile phone, but also participating in different
ways.
At the end of each episode, Shabnam asks the listener a question relating to the issue
outlined in the episode. For example, if the episode is about people not opting for
institutional delivery, the question at the end of the episode might be: what do you
all feel about going to the hospital for deliveries; have you ever taken your wife to the
hospital; press number 3 to record comments and feedback.” By pressing an alternate
number, the feedback and comments of other listeners can also be accessed. There is
immediacy to the feedback process. Unlike a community radio station, the listener
doesn’t have to call a landline (for which she/he bears the cost) and wait in turn to
speak. Each listener can immediately record his reaction, and this helps the station
assess immediate responses to the programme.
If the listener likes a particular programme, she/he can save it and listen to it later.
All she/he needs to do is press 5 in order to indicate her/his preference for a given
programme. The system then sends a bookmarked number through a sms to that listener.
Whenever the listener calls JMV next, there will be a prompt that directs the listener to
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the programmes she/he has liked. Once the listener enters the bookmarked
number, she/he can listen to her/his favourite programme, and can access the
same programme, even years later, with the same bookmarked number.
Aside from easy accessibility and availability, the mobile phone is also
an intrinsically personal medium- usually one on one. This has been
advantageous in the context of the CLP, where discussion centres on
intimate issues like reproductive health. Women and girls can listen to the
programme without feeling embarrassed or awkward in front of men, or
elders. Unlike a radio, where many people can listen at one time, the
mobile phone affords the listener privacy.
One of the biggest challenges was working within a five-minute format. Each
episode now, usually tackles one theme, and imparts a single message. Prior to the
release of the episode, a promo was created and circulated, by way of publicity.
The promo acted as a trigger for discussion for the programme. The mobile phone
affords a certain flexibility of time and convenience- listeners send in their
comments and feedback for a particular episode, at different points during the
week. In addition, the team and JMV volunteers also narrowcast each episode. The
programme is played on the mobile phone and followed by a discussion and feedback session. The feedback is usually incorporated into subsequent episodes.

REFLECTIONS FROM AN ONGOING PROCESS
“One of the episodes featured Shabnam walking roughly five kilo-metres to
purchase medicine. The following week, during the feedback meeting, a couple of
community members raised questions about this- ‘Hamare yahan toh pregnant
aurat nahi chalti, woh chachi se puch sakti thi, agar dawai chahiye tha’
(a pregnant woman won’t be allowed to walk five kilometers to purchase
medicine. She should have asked Chachi to bring her the medicine)
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“The stakeholders have begun to feel a certain sense of ownership over
the process. They are now used to us visiting them every week, asking
for feedback on the programmes. By virtue of the detailed comments and
suggestions, we know they’re tuning in regularly and feel as though the
programme is reflecting their own concerns”

This has been advantageous in the context of the
CLP, where discussion centres on intimate issues like
reproductive health. Women and girls can listen to the
programme without feeling embarrassed or awkward
in front of men, or elders. Unlike a radio, where many
people can listen at one time, the mobile phone
affords the listener privacy.
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Vox-Pop
on CLP
“One of our seniors told us that in this particular village, people
don’t get their children vaccinated and in fact to evade injections,
they run into forests with their children. The entire team laughed
on hearing this, but when we went there, we actually saw people
taking their children into the dense forests because of the fear of
injections. It was a very disturbing sight and I could not believe
that this is possible in today’s time. And that is when the team
understood the gravity of the situation.”

- Deepak Jha, JMV (Jharkhand Mobile Vaani)

“When we actually started writing the script, I found myself
restricted and unable to write in a flow as there were many local
words which I did not know and could not remember from
Focussed Group Discussions (FGDs). I used to refer to our message
matrix again and again to get the local idioms and ideas to put
into the script. In the process we realised how important it is to
write in the local dialect otherwise the script does not sound real
and we ourselves felt distanced from the community as if these
points were not told by them instead we are asking them to do
something. Focusing on local dialect, way of talking and greeting
enriched the script a lot and also made it an enjoyable experience.”

- Deepak Jha, JMV (Jharkhand Mobile Vaani)
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“It was difficult to work with women in Mewat, the culture
of conversation is usually a murmur or a whisper. Women
have minimum exposure to the world outside their homes
and have no interaction with the outsiders. It has been a
huge achievement to make inroads into the houses of these
women. One of listeners from Nangli village in Haryana
called me directly to share her experience and also asked
me to visit her house. Next time when I was in the vicinity
she insisted that I visit her house and have tea. This has
been unprecedented for us; sitting in her home, I felt welcome and like a part of her family.”

- Warisa Bano, Radio Mewat

“During one of the FGDs I conducted, a woman said, today we
are talking about excessive workload on women and lack of
nutritious diet for them! I have always worked hard, but now
I have learned to work my way through it. Earlier, my
mother-in-law used to shout at me for not getting enough
leaves from the forest in the morning; she actually would
hold it in her hand and weigh it every day. I used to get really
late collecting all those leaves and could not complete the
household chores on time. Then I started placing small stones
in between the leaves to increase the weight of the bundle
of leaves. Why are you suggesting that we should reduce the
amount of weight we carry each morning; things don’t happen
that way. As a producer of the show I understood how our
realities are so different from how we perceive it.”

- Ritu Arya, KumaonVani
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“One day Hari, my teammate, and I stayed back in office to edit the episode which was to be broadcast
the next day but due to some technical errors, we lost all the data in the morning. I panicked as I had
no backup which left me with no other option but to go live with the programme. My programme is in
is in the format of a drama where the narrator is reading a diary. I had the idea of the episode, I kept
my message matrix in front of me and referred to the FGDs done and also borrowed from my personal
experience as I am from the same village and face similar situations. I thoroughly enjoyed that
episode; it made me alive at that moment. I also got very encouraging feedback for that particular episode and I decided that now I would only go live with my show. This has been a huge learning curve
from me- from a girl who could not write scripts for drama to doing live drama on radio. I found my
voice in this programme.”

- Neetu Singh, Waqt Ki Awaaz
“Initially I thought, we would be making programme series
on health issues like jaundice etc. but when issues like white
discharge started coming out from discussions, I was surprised.
I still remember how everyone fell silent in office when we first
discussed the issue of white discharge. I was trying not to look
at my seniors and male members of the team. I felt very uneasy.
But we decided to continue with the issue but there was a lot
giggling within the team whenever the word, white discharge,
was mentioned.”

- Vandana Thapliyal, Gurgaon Ki Awaaz
“Personally, I realised I was a very judgmental person
earlier. If someone is having an extra-marital affair or
having unsafe sex, I used to question their character.
But now I try and look deeper and understand that there
would be a reason for a person to behave in a particular
way. Nothing is black and white. It has been a huge
learning experience personally as well.”

- Vandana Thapliyal, Gurgaon Ki Awaaz
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“Earlier we used to complain that people don’t talk to us
during discussions But I realised they wont talk until I share
my experiences with them. Now I when I meet women, I
share my stories, talk about day-to-day things, I show them
my husband’s photograph, tell them stories of my family
and that is how I build a relationship with them. And in this
process of sharing personal details, so many stories come
out that I need not ask any question specifically for the FGD
to begin. We just talk and share our stories. No one even
realises that it is a discussion towards a radio programme; it
feels more like I have gone to their home for a cup of tea. We
have a lot of fun in these discussions. In fact, many a times
when we go back and listen to the recording of the whole
meeting, we laugh thinking what were we talking about!
But then in between these personal jokes and memories we
get such intense stories that we are amazed how we didn’t
realise it at the time of discussion that this is what we were
talking about. Through these informal meetings we hear real
and personal stories of women.”

- Vandana Thapliyal, Gurgaon Ki Awaaz

“I was not very confident of doing FGDs initially and would depend on my seniors to ask questions.
But today I am independently handling the entire series on reproductive health of women. I am
the youngest in the team at the station but everyone asks me about issues like family planning,
safe sex etc. Others in the team have also started comfortably discussing these issues. Earlier,
whenever anyone spoke of menstruation, we used to disperse in different directions and try to
look busy. We were not very comfortable even listening about such issues in the station but now
I extensively work on these issues and also discuss with my team comfortably. This has also
helped in building a strong relationship between the team members.”

- Sheetal Bisht, Henval Vani
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“We were amazed to see the ease with which conversations happened.
What had led to the eruption of so many emotions and sometimes distress?
The answer was with us. It was trust that got built and that we had been
accepted by them. In one of our visits to the villages, we came across a
woman from the Harijan Mohalla (lower caste slum) who had been sold
off by her brothers at a young age in lieu of money. Later in life when she
got married and had kids, the kids abandoned the parents and they had no
alternative but to find a place and living on their own. The woman stood
determined to face life’s challenges and she does it even today. She
remarked “That was just one phase, we fight battles every day.” And she was
referring to the problems women go through while defecating in the open.”

-Arti Manchnada, Alfaz-e-Mewat
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CLP was designed with a strong
focus on the Mullaheda
migrant women, the analysis
of the mobile survey, the
learner tracking and call
content analysis show that
the programme content
resonated far wider with
the Gurgaon Ki Awaaz
listening audiences, creating
outward ripples

of sharing, learning,
and the beginning
of important
conversations.
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Learning
to discover change
- Venu Arora
Participatory and Intensive
These are the two words that describe the research that Ideosync Media Combine undertook to explore the outcomes of ‘Chahat Chowk’ (At the Crossroads of Desire) – an interactive community learning Radio programme series designed, produced and broadcasted
by Gurgaon Ki Awaaz, a local community radio station broadcasting in a ten kilometer
radius in the National Capital Region of Delhi.
The Chahat Chowk radio programme series was designed for migrant women in the village of Mullaheda to help begin and sustain conversations around sexual and reproductive health and enable them to become active participants in their own and their family’s
health.
The research design and methodology was evolved in consultation with those producing
the programme. What is it that they wanted to discover? What kind of information will
be useful to them? What do they need to understand about their communities in order
to design radio programmes that will cater to their learning needs? These were the
questions guiding the entire formative and outcome research design that we developed.
Being a media group, the team at Ideosync brought to the research approach its
understanding of participatory content design methodologies. The challenge was to
design innovative tools that would involve not just the producers at Gurgaon Ki Awaaz
but also the communities that they sought to engage through their radio programme
Chahat Chowk. The research was undertaken over two phases using qualitative and
quantitative methodologies that included mobile as well as face-to-face engagements.
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EVALUATING THE OUTCOMES OF CLP
Does this particular model serve the purposes of community
learning better and if so how?
Does learning take place within the community and if so to what extent?
Key research tools included:
•

A quantitative longitudinal survey that tracked over a hundred learners over
a period of one year-a mobile survey to track knowledge retention

•

A participatory quality assessment undertaken by listening community

•

Learner tracking through intensive interviews and discussions with
regular listeners.

•

Content analysis of the calls received by the programme

•

Quality assessment of the radio programmes by external subject experts

•

Interviews with programme producers and stakeholders to assess the value
of the CLP methodology for them

The CLP methodology provides a unique way for programme producers to engage with
their audiences or learners. At the formative stage the producers get to identify needs
and design their programmes based on these initial in- depth understanding. However,
since the engagement does not end there, the programmes continue to grow better
and respond to the changing learner needs. This acute responsiveness is what guides
the overall relationship between the programme producers and the learners, changing
the ways in which learning takes place. Since the CLP methodology is particular about
limiting the spaces within which these relationships are fostered, it enables an in depth
engagement that many mass media interactive programmes are unable to achieve.
In depth interviews with programme producers undertaken during the outcome research
show that they have learned as much as their learners regarding not just the issues
around sexual and reproductive health but also about representation of the issues and
the language in which they need to be addressed. While the production team at Gurgaon
Ki Awaaz articulated the need for continued intensive training and capacity building, the
CLP methodology itself was lauded for the intrinsic participatory values that enabled
sharing and co-learning. Just as the producers felt the unique value of the methodology,
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so did the learners. The programme reportedly fulfilled an unmet need, one that women
and couple had long felt but not articulated even to themselves.
Perception of radio as a source of information about issues pertaining to sexuality and reproductive health increased from 47%
to 81%
Approval of young unmarried girls’ entitlement to know about
reproductive health, sexuality and contraception went up from
62% to 93%
Correct information regarding sterilisation and the fact that it is
much easier for men to get a vasectomy than a woman to get a
tubectomy went up from 51% to 75%
While health-seeking practices also showed an upward swing with an increase of nearly
15% in the number of people reportedly seeking government health centre services for
sexual and reproductive health matters.
The mobile surveys showed that a much higher consistent listenership among women
than among men and a high level of information sharing practices especially regarding
sharing of information received through the Chahat Chowk Programme. A large number
of callers to the programme were men who were seeking information regarding a variety
of issues pertaining to their spouse or partner’s sexual and reproductive health. The
research showed a positive link between consistent and regular listening and better KAP
indicators.
Chahat Chowk successfully generated a demand for better health service among its
listeners, many of who reported accessing and feeling disappointed by the quality of
government health service delivery.
Experts reviewing the quality of the programmes also corroborate a high level of outcome of the Chahat Chowk CLP. The episodes showed an improvement in overall quality
of presentation and information accuracy as the series progressed, showing increase in
capacity of the producers as well.
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A unique methodology for evaluating the Chahat Chowk episodes was the community
score cards - the radio programme was evaluated by listening community members on
critical quality parameters. Listener clubs established in the community were provided
score sheets on which to discuss and evaluate every episode on its sound quality,
clarity of information provided, entertainment, and interest value etc. Score sheets
were collated and information shared with the Gurgaon Ki Awaaz production team.
This helped the team see how it was faring on each episode. These results were also
corroborated through the mobile surveys. Programmes that scored high during
community evaluation also did better in terms of their Knowledge and attitude results
in the mobile survey.
Several listeners shared stories of change starting with gaining confidence regarding
articulating sexual and reproductive health experiences to learning about their bodies
for the first time and acknowledging the need to access health services.
The Chahat Chowk community-learning programme enabled its producers and listeners
to begin conversations and enhance learning about a subject that was hitherto considered taboo in the Mullaheda community. And while the CLP was designed with a strong
focus on the Mullaheda migrant women, the analysis of the mobile survey, the learner
tracking and call content analysis show that the programme content resonated far wider
with the Gurgaon Ki Awaaz listening audiences, creating outward ripples of sharing,
learning, and the beginning of important conversations.
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A continuous
journey
Glimpses from training workshops

Maraa initated the conceptualisation of a participatory learning programme with Gurgaon Ki
Awaaz as a pilot, and then extended the same with several community radio stations. Jharkhand
Mobile Vaani, joined the process as the first radio platform using telephony to use this
approach towards learning. Since 2009, maraa has facilitated workshop to build capacities and
enable peer to peer learning in areas of planning, formative research, collaboration program
design, production skills and evaluation. After face to face trainings, maraa used a blended
approach by mentoring radio stations on a bi-weekly basis via phone and skype. These images
highlight the essence of the workshops conducted and the response of participants’ at different
workshops. These radio stations have successfully launched participatory learning programmes
on relevant issues geared towards behaviour change. We believe this process has enable
strong partnerships between peers and encouraged co-learning.
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Models
of Pedagogy
C4D course goes online
- Rosamond Brown & Devi Leena Bose
RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Back in 2009, the Commonwealth of Learning, an organisation that was improving access
to quality education and training through distance education, implemented a novel
programme called the ‘Healthy Communities Initiative’. The stated mission back then
was the scaling-up of the number of community based workers using participatory
communication methods to help citizens change their behaviour in order to get the
outcomes they desire. What exactly do people desire? Those of us fortunate enough to
participate in this initiative, systematically asked our constituents across regions and
this is what they said: to halt youth apathy, to improve livelihood opportunities for
youth, to make governments more accountable, to stop human rights abuses, to stop
domestic and all forms of violent crime, to achieve gender equality. When asked to
partner in constructing development designs this is what people say they want and
development workers also want help in connecting the dots.

LEARNING TO COMMUNICATE
Fast forward six years. It’s January 2014 and over 200 community workers, included
among them community and campus radio practitioners from Asia, Africa and the
Caribbean, have signed up for short online courses. They want to improve their skills to
produce communication campaigns. Not only is the approach to developing these
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campaigns different, but what’s also different is the platform and pedagogy of
learning. In the years that have transpired since 2009, Healthy Communities programme
has evolved an approach of bringing people closer to their development needs by
strengthening the ways and means of communication through stakeholder collaboration.
Anecdotal evidence of behaviour modification in Jamaica where men who abuse women
have been inspired to change through the messages and testimonies of reformed
perpetrators of domestic abuse validates the power of communication to change
outcomes. The fact that this programme was produced by a group of police officers now
trained to include target groups and stakeholders in their strategy is even more poignant.

GOING ONLINE
The challenge has been how to take what was learnt and practiced on the ground in the
first three years of the Initiative and translate that in a new online format. The objective
of e-learning was not merely restricted to access to resources and submission of online
assignments. The intent was to expand the scope of learning and provide an interactive and
collaborative guidance and mentorship online. The popular Moodle platform used
extensively in educational institutions allowed many people to access and participate in
courses to improve their communication skills at the local and district level -through distance education. This marked the beginning of a new capacity building process, where those
who do the work but may not have the knowledge tools or requisite formal qualifications
can partake equitably. From January 2014 – April, 2015 learners in West, South and East
Africa, across the Caribbean region and South Asia have been engaged in a series of 7
online courses completing the skill sets needed to run a successful collaborative
communication behaviour change campaign: Communication for Development (C4D)
Why How Now; Research for Planning; Communication Channels and Media Forms;
Participatory Learning Design; Scriptwriting and Episode Production; Sustainability and
Proposal Writing.

HOW THE COURSE WORKS
The courses take into account that learners who come, bring the rich experience of
their work and life and start by identifying pertinent former learning while establishing
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what is unknown. The courses are not taught, they are guided as learners are directed to
readings, materials and activities that support their ability to complete a task. In this mix
the group and the networking become an important means for validation (or reconstructing) approaches through shared experiences. Online learning has the potential risk to
leave the learner isolated and lonely. While the online course expands access it poses
serious concerns around engagement of the online learner. In order to make the course
interactive, the course was designed in a way that it blends online distance learning with
face-to-face workshops.

BLENDED LEARNING IN INDIA
A group of facilitators were responsible for successful delivery of the course. The facilitators provide guidance to the participants towards completion of weekly assignments,
regularly monitor learner’s progress, and motivate them to participate, provide assistance for any technical or assignment related trouble shoot. The facilitators were carefully chosen keeping in mind the linguistic needs of each region; some of the facilitators
were able to handle multi lingual queries especially for South Asia, which had maximum
registrants from the Hindi-speaking belt of North India. Most of them were community
radio stations.
In order to guide the participants towards completion of their assignments and provide
expert support a group of mentors (experts in respective fields) were carefully chosen
from each region. Mentors worked closely with their assigned mentees on various
assignments using phone or Skype. In order to ensure quality mentoring, each mentor
was assigned not more than 5-7 mentees barring a few cases where the balance was
difficult to strike given large number of registered participants.
Additionally face-to-face workshops were conducted for each region. These workshops
were flexible and contextualised to the needs of each region. For example, in the
Caribbean, workshops were conducted with different groups of people in different
locations, in India a series of residential workshops was conducted with all the
participants who interacted under the same roof. The course was designed in a
way where the online activities were in sync with offline workshops. This showed
an increased engagement and helped develop a stronger community of CLP
developers across regions.
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POTENTIAL OF DISTANCE LEARNING
In today’s day and age, people have access to information over multiple platforms,
thereby making informed choices. On the flipside however, there can be an overload
of information that could make it difficult for people to makes choices. Online
courses such as this are structured to cater to students, activists, academics, health
workers, social workers, community media practitioners in order to achieve successful
results on initiatives around participatory communication. The materials used in the
courses collate practitioner and academic expertise, research and tools which are
designed critically to provide nuanced perspectives. Further, it is flexible enough to
adapt to different kinds of initiatives and needs.

The first e-learning
course package
on
Participatory
Communications
in
Asia
6 Courses in 9 months
Certiﬁed by The Caribbean Institute
of Media and Communication and
the Commonwealth of Learning,

Applications open for Course 1

Communication for Development

Why, How, Now

February 16th- March 22nd, 2014

Read more on

http://tinyurl.com/mhrb86p
Interested applicants please write to

info@maraa.in

Contact

8105675350
9880755875

Apply NOW!
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The Road Ahead
for Participatory Communications
- Ramnath Bhat

This book demonstrably argues for the power of participatory model to revolutionise the
development communications sector. There has been clear anecdotal evidence on how
Community Learning Programmes have been creating new insights into community life,
especially for women. Further, the very methods employed such as storytelling, have the
potential to create long lasting relationships and dialogues with communities.
These are both invaluable for community radio stations, if they are to remain socially
sustainable in the coming years. There is very little doubt that, if community radio
stations can outlast the admittedly steep learning curve, then the benefits of Community
Learning Programmes far outweigh its costs. The next logical question is that how does
one support this initiative in the coming years? This question is not just aimed at donors
but equally at governments, communities and finally, of course at community radio
stations themselves.
Donors and government agencies have a dual responsibility in terms of investments.
The first is to identify initiatives which have been using Community Learning
Programmes for a long period and then allocate resources for participatory research.
This research can interrogate the CLP on internal and external aspects. Internal aspects
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would include effectiveness of methodologies involved, extent of increase in
participation, number of new innovative formats, change in capacities of programme
staff and so on. External aspects will include changes in public health indicators, changes
to investments in health infrastructure by local governments, increase in awareness on
key issues from community members and so on. The second responsibility is to identify
appropriate civil society organisations who are capable of carefully nurturing scaling up
the process, strengthening existing grassroots networks towards socio-political change.
Community radio stations that have had positive experiences with CLPs should be
encouraged to share their learning and challenges, organically at different platforms
with peers. Since the CLP is not exclusive to community radios, there is an opportunity
to build a network of community media group who could use these tools for their
programmes. A cross-media sharing between different community media groups
could lead to new ideas and approaches to participation and programming. Further,
cross pollination between radio stations and other community media groups should
be encouraged towards raising the bar and pushing the boundaries
of participatory communications.

Lastly, and on a cautionary note, CLPs have an upper limit.
Ultimately these are learningprogrammes which can be
extremely empowering and can activate dialogue on issues
that have traditionally been supressed. However, issues are
also suppressed because of asymmetries in power relations.
These asymmetries could be along lines of caste, gender,
land ownership, economic inequality, culture, migration and
so on. CLPs should not and cannot undertake responsibility
to address these questions of power. These are deeply
political issues, and community radio stations will need to
work with their community as a whole, outside and beyond
the scope of any particular CLP. It is only then that these
CLPs can feed into meaningful, common societal
objectives of justice and development for all.
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